LastPass keeps you proactive instead of reactive which is why we recommend it. If you’re reactive, you’re losing.”

Tony Ledbetter
I tried other password managers, but I always revert to LastPass purely because their functionality supersedes their competitors.”

Tony Ledbetter
Case Study: HOLT CAT

With LastPass, it’s like we’re enlightening people and making a real difference to their lives, both professionally and personally.

Tony Ledbetter

Results

After deployment, they began working with their marketing team to create educational webinars and competitions to engage users, and help them to realize the benefits of adopting LastPass. By showcasing the solution’s ease of use and its diverse functionality, HOLT CAT were able to drive adoption organically with employees eagerly requesting access to accounts. In their first year, they successfully utilized all of their 2500 existing seats and have invested further. In their second year, they have a total of 3500 seats with 70% current adoption. They credit the effective uptake to the simplicity of LastPass and support from the Customer Success team.

The results have been absolutely remarkable, we’ve reduced our risk significantly and have successfully prevented any password leaks from occurring this year. The LastPass team have been incredibly generous with their time, walking us through demos and educating us to make sure we felt completely supported,” notes Tony.

Emily adds: “My favorite thing about LastPass is that everything is just so easy. Even migrating personal passwords from my work account is a simple drag and drop process. Ensuring work accounts don’t offer the same feature, just really showcases how LastPass’s customized policies are designed to protect businesses.”

Learn how HOLT CAT increased their password security using LastPass.